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World Book Day, also known as World
Book and Copyright Day or International
Day of the Book, is an annual event
organized by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) to promote
reading, publishing, and copyright. The
first World Book Day was celebrated on
23 April 1995 and continues to be
celebrated on that day. A related event in
the United Kingdom and Ireland is
marked in March. on the occasion of
World Book/Copyright Day, UNESCO
chooses the World Book Capital for one
year. Each designated World Book
Capital City carries out a program of
activities to celebrate and promote books
and reading 
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Within the project "The World in One City" 30 United World College Mostar

students from 30 different countries presented their traditional costumes and

cultures in a small fashion show at the Old Bridge in Mostar. Iman Dilberović, a

second-year tourism student, came up with the project idea. It was implemented

in collaboration with the study coordinator, Professor Amela Piralić, Adla Velagić,

the public relations and communications coordinator for UWC Mostar, and Haris

Idriz, the head of the development and cooperation department at UWC Mostar.

"We have been actively working on the project for four to five months. Because the

tourism industry needs constant improvement, I came up with the idea to carry

out this project, which will also contribute to the promotion of the Tourism

Studies Programme, at the Dzemal Bijedic University of Mostar, United World

College in Mostar, and the City. The goal is to create a promotional video that will

be on various media and social networks. We want to encourage young people to

enroll in the Tourism Studies Programme too." Iman explained.

"We are pleased to be part of this project. Considering all the positive reactions to

the traditional event organized by the college, "Around the World in 80 Minutes,"

which represents world traditions and cultures, we believe that the project "World

in One City" can significantly contribute to the promotion of the City of Mostar in

the world. Especially since we plan to present the promotional video to colleges

from 18 countries around the world," said Adla Velagić.

The World in One City
By IROUNMO
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The University team in charge of the promotion of the Faculties and Study

programmes visited yesterday's high schools in Jablanica and Koniic. The visit was

carried out as a part of the Agreement on cooperation with the high schools from

Herzegovina Neretva Canton and beyond. 

The professors and teaching assistants have presented the pupils from Jablanica abs

Konjic to the University and the way it operates, its Faculties and University Study

Programmes. 

During the presentation, the pupils were introduced to human resources and

infrastructure as well as the benefits of being a Dzemal Bijedic University of Mostar

student.

University Promotion Team visited high
schools in Jablanica and Konjic By IROUNMO
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In 2023, the International Federation of Medical Student Associations (IFMSA)

organized EuRegMe (European Regional Meeting) from 04.07. to 15.04.2023 in

Bosnia and Herzegovina. EuRegMe was a meeting of medical students from all

regions that promoted activism, international cooperation and collaboration,

discussion of public health issues, and existing educational programs in different

countries. The goal was to improve the abilities and knowledge of medical

students, to connect students, to open opportunities for cooperation, and to

familiarize them with work practices in other countries.

The Association of Medical Students in Bosnia and Herzegovina BoHeMSA was in

charge of organizing the event in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

PreEuRegMe was held from April 7 to 10 at the Dzemal Bijedic University of

Mostar, with the central event in Sarajevo from April 10 to 14. PostEuRegMe from

April 14 to 15, 2023, events were planned throughout BiH. Over 250 medical

students from 44 European countries visited Bosnia and Herzegovina as part of

EuRegMe.

Regional Meeting of Medical Students
By IROUNMO
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EuRegMe consisted of plenary sessions, educational sessions, thematic events, and

presentations where innovative programs that promoted health at the international

level were presented. It was an effective platform for the exchange of ideas, visions,

aspirations, and exchange of experiences between young people.

The Association of medical students in Bosnia and Herzegovina BoHeMSA was a non-

governmental, non-profit, student organization whose membership consisted of

more than 500 students of medical faculties in Bosnia and Herzegovina. It was a full

member of IFMSA.

PreEuRegMe agenda:

April 7, 2023 (Friday) - opening ceremony started at 9:00 p.m., Faculty of Mechanical

Engineering, Dzemal Bijedic University of Mostar

April 8, 2023. Godine (Saturday) - educational workshops took place from 09:00 to

20:00, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Dzemal Bijedic University of Mostar

April 9, 2023 (Sunday) - educational workshops took place from 09:00 to 20:00

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Dzemal Bijedic University of Mostar April 10,

2023 (Monday) – educational workshops were held from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Venue: Faculty of Teaching, Faculty of Agriculture, Faculty of Civil Engineering, and

Faculty of Humanities of the Dzemal Bijedic University of Mostar.
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Open Door Day By IROUNMO

On April 25th, 2023, the Džemal Bijedić University of Mostar organized an "Open

Day" at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. Many high school graduates

considering obtaining academic education visited the event. They learned about

the various faculties and university programs available. In addition, there were

information booths set up by the International Relations Office, University

Library, Student Union, and University Technical Club Best that students could

visit.

During the event, the teaching staff and students were available to answer any

questions the high school graduates had. They learned about the admission

requirements for specific faculties or university programs, the curriculum and

programs offered, the teaching organization, and the potential career

opportunities available after graduation.

Vice-rector, Azra Špago, announced that students can enroll in new programs

such as Biotechnology and Nutrition, Journalism and Public Relations, Biology, and

Chemistry. Additionally, students from outside of Mostar will have an opportunity

to stay at the new Student Dormitory "Antalya," with modern facilities.

After visiting the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, the high school graduates

visited other faculties and university programs to see where they would study.

They visited laboratories, halls, institutes, classrooms, and amphitheaters.
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A Journey through Herzegovina

A group of enthusiastic and curious first and second-year students of the

University Study program of Tourism embarked on an unforgettable

journey through Herzegovina to uncover the fascinating history of the

Kingdom of Bosnia. They visited the incredible necropolis of stećci in

Stolac, the largest in the country, and gathered valuable data through

hands-on investigations, photography, and filming.

Their journey did not end in Stolac. The students also visited the stunning

Monastery of the Holy Annunciation - Žitomislić. The curator of the

Monastery welcomed the students and introduced them to the fascinating

history of one of the most beautiful monuments of the Orthodox Church in

Herzegovina.
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